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INTRODUCTION
As long as the theory is concerned, crystalline cohomology generalizes
Ž   .well to higher level see B3, E-LS, Q-LS, T , for example . Unfortunately,
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the main tool for computing crystalline cohomology, namely, the usual de
 Rham complex, cannot be used in higher level. Following Lieberman L ,
 Berthelot suggests in B3 to use the so-called Jet Complex. This is what
we call in this article the de Rham complex of higher level. In crystalline
cohomology, the main ingredient in order to show that the de Rham
complex computes de Rham cohomology is the Formal Poincare Lemma.´
This is also the case in higher level and we show that crystalline cohomol-
ogy of higher level can be computed as the cohomology of a complex
whose terms are locally free, the de Rham complex of higher level. We are
also able to define a Spencer complex in higher level and prove that the
ˆŽm.cohomology of a D -module agrees with the cohomology of the corre-XS
sponding m-crystal. Finally, using Berthelot’s Frobenius descent, we give
an explicit quasi-isomorphism between the de Rham complex of level m of
an m crystal and the de Rham complex of level m 1 of its Frobenius
pull-back.
In a forthcoming article, we will consider the Filtered Poincare Lemma´
and compute the cohomology of T-m-crystals. We will apply this to the
study of the Hodge filtration on Dieudonne modules of level m.
Conentions
We let p be a non-zero prime and m. When m 0, all schemes
Ž . n  are  -schemes. If I i , . . . , i  we will write I  i  iŽ p. 1 n 1 n
and, more generally, we use the classical conventions for multi-indexing.
1. THE DE RHAM COMPLEX
 For the notion of m-PD-structures the fundamental reference is B4 .
 1.1. DEFINITION. We develop an idea introduced by Berthelot in B3 ,
 following Lieberman L . More precisely, we explain the construction of
the de Rham complex of higher level.
Let S be a scheme and X a smooth S-scheme. Everything below will be
done relative to S but we will drop the reference to S in order to lighten
Ž . Ž r1.the notations. We write P r for the m-PD-envelope of X in X S,X m
Ž . Ž . Ž .d : P r 1  P r for the projection that forgets the i 1 st com-i X m X m
Ž . Ž .ponent, and s : P r 1  P r for the degeneracy arrow that re-i X m X m
Ž . Ž .peats the i 1 st component. We also write p : P r  X, for the ithi X m
Ž .projection and : X P r for the diagonal embedding.X m
We consider the simplicial complex of schemes
P   P r , d , i 0, . . . , r ; s , i 0, . . . , r , 4Ž . Ž .X m X m i i
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Ž . Ž .and the usual complex P  built out of it. Thus, P r is theX m X m
Ž .structural sheaf of P r . By definition, the normalized complex associ-X m
Ž . Ž . ated to P  is N P  	Ker s .X m X m i
Ž .Recall that if A is a not necessarily commutative ring and M is an
Ž .A-A-bimodule, then the tensor algebra T M is defined in the obvious
way. We will use this vocabulary when A is commutative and M is
Ž .endowed with two different A-module structures, called ‘‘structure on
the left’’ and ‘‘structure on the right.’’ We might sometimes call this tensor
algebra the ‘‘non-commutative’’ tensor algebra.
Ž .For example, as a graded algebra, P  is canonically isomorphic toX m
Ž Ž .. Ž .the non-commutative tensor algebra T P 1 . If we call I 1 theX m X m
Ž . Ž .m-PD-ideal of P 1 , one easily checks that N P  , which is a differ-X m X m
Ž .ential sub-algebra of P  , is isomorphic as a graded algebra toX m
Ž Ž ..  Ž .T I 1 . Finally, if K denotes the differential ideal in N P X m X m X m
Ž . p m1 4generated by I 1 , we callX m
  N P  K Ž .X m X m X m
the jet complex of order pm or the de Rham complex of leel m of XS. Note
 Ž 1 .that, as a graded algebra,  is a quotient of T  . We will make thisX m X m
more precise later.
We can also define the de Rham complex of a DŽm.-module F asX
follows. Recall that, for each k, DŽm. denotes the sheaf of operators ofX k
level m and order at most k. By definition, this is the dual to the sheaf of
k Ž . Žm. Žm.principal parts P 1 and D is the union of the D when k varies.X m X X k
The action of DŽm. on F induces for all k a pairing DŽm. F F thatX X k
k Ž .corresponds to a morphism d: F F
 P 1 . In the particular caseO X mXm 1 k Ž . 1k p , we have  P 1 and d takes its values in F
  .X m X m O X mX
Thus we get what could be called an m-connection d:F F
 1 . It isO X mX
m-integrable: using the Leibniz rule, it extends to a differential on F
OX
  . This is the de Rham complex of F and we can define the de RhamX m
cohomology of leel m of F:
H i X , F H i X , F
   .Ž . Ž .d R m O X mX
1.2. Description of the de Rham Complex. Unless otherwise specified,
Ž . we will always see P r , N P , etc., as left O -modules using p , andX m X m X 1
tensor products will be over O . Let us now describe the differential onX
Ž . Ž . P  , N P  , and  . As usual, the differential on O is induced byX m X m X m X
the map
O  O 
 O , f 1
 f f
 1.X X O XS
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Ž . Ž .It is also convenient to call  : P 1 P 2 the ring homomorphismX m X m
d induced by the map1
O 
 O  O 
 O 
 O , f
 g f
 1
 g .X O X X O X O XS S S
Ž . Ž . 1The differential on P 1 , I 1 and  is given byX m X m X m
d   1
     
 1.Ž . Ž .
For higher degree, we can use the Leibniz rule:
d e gd 
   d
  1 
 d .Ž . Ž .
Note also that the non-commutativity of the tensor product means that if
Ž . Ž . , P 1 and f O , then 
 f f
  d f .
  , whereX m X
Ž . Ž . 1the regular product is taken in the monoid P 1 , I 1 or  .X m X m X m
We assume now that we have local coordinates t , . . . , t on X and write1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..  d t . Then P 1 resp. I 1 is the free module on the genera-i i X m X m
 J 4 Ž   . Ž . Ž Ž ..tors  resp. with J  0 . It follows that P r resp. I r is theX m X m
 J14  J24  Jr4 Žfree module on the generators  
  
 
  resp. with
    .   m  J 4 JJ , . . . , J  0 . Note that when J  2 p , we have    and we will1 r
 4therefore drop the .
We will write dt for the image of  in 1 . Then we see that 1 isi i X m X m
Ž . J   mthe free module on the generators dt with 0 J  p . Note that,
Ž . J 4   msince dt  0 whenever J  p , such terms will never play a role in
our calculations. To lighten the notations, we will therefore not make
  mexplicit the corresponding conditions of the type 0 J  p , in the hope
that this will make it easier to read without baffling the reader.
The local description of  r for r 1 needs some more care. NoteX m
first that   has a natural structure of graded algebra. We keep usingX m
Žthe tensor notation for this structure using the wedge product, as in the
. case m 0, would be misleading . Actually,  is the quotient ofX m
Ž 1 .   J 4 m  T  by the ideal generated by the images of the d  with p  JX m
m rŽ 1 . Ž . J14 2 p . Since T  is the free module on the generators dt 
X m
Ž . J24 Ž . Jr4     mdt 
 
 dt with 0 J , . . . , J  p and d is given by the1 r
classical formula
J J 4  JV 4 V 4d    
  ,Ž . Ý ¦ ;V0VJ
2 Ž . I Ž . J  we see first that  is generated by the dt 
 dt with 0 I ,X m
  mJ  p subject to the relations
JV VJ m m  dt 
 dt  0 with p  J  2 p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;V0VJ
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r Ž . J1 Ž . J2 Ž . JrFor r 2,  is generated by the dt 
 dt 
 
 dt withX m
    m0 J , . . . , J  p subject to the same relations, tensored on the right1 r
Ž . J1 Ž . J2 Ž . Jiand on the left by elements of the form dt 
 dt 
 
 dt .
We also have a local description of the m-connection d: F F
 1O X mXŽm. Ž . U Ž . Ž .Ucorresponding to a D -module F: it is given by d x  	
 x 
 dtX
where the 
 U  are the divided partial derivatives.
In general, the de Rham complex is infinite. However, we will show that
it has locally free terms. First, we need a lemma.
 m 41.3. LEMMA. Unless J 0, . . . , 0, 2 p , 0, . . . , 0 , in which case there is
only one term, there are at least two different terms with inertible coefficients
Ž .in the formula  .
 4Proof. If we write J j , . . . , j we may assume by symmetry that1 n
m Ž m .j    j . If j  p we let V p , 0, . . . , 0 . Then it follows from1 n 1
J  ² :B4, Lemma 1.1.3 that the coefficient is invertible. If not, there exits iV
such that j  j  pm and that j  j  pm. In this case, we1 i 1 i1
JŽ . ² :take V j , . . . , j , 0, . . . , 0 and again is invertible. By symmetry,1 i V
 m 4unless J 2 p , 0, . . . , 0 , in which case our relation simply says that
Ž . p m Ž . p mdt 
 dt  0, there are at least two different terms with invertible1 1
coefficients.
1.4. PROPOSITION. The de Rham complex of leel m,   is a complexX m
whose terms are locally free of finite rank.
Proof. This is a local question. Thus, we may assume that we have local
coordinates and use the notations of Subsection 1.2. For r 0 or 1, there
m   mis nothing to do. Assume now r 2. For different J ’s with p  J  2 p ,
Ž .U Ž .Vthe relations involve different generators dt 
 dt . We know from the
lemma that at least one of the coefficients in each relation is invertible. It
2 m   mfollows that  is free. More precisely, for each I with p  I  2 p ,X m
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .we can choose a couple A I , B I such that I A I  B I and that
the set
U VS dt 
 dt : U, V  A I , B IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
is a basis for 2 .X m
We consider now the case r 3. From the case r 2 we know that
U V Wdt 
 dt 
 dt : V , W  A I , B IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
is a set of generators for 3 , and this module is defined by the followingX m
m   m   mrelations for p  J  2 p and K  p :
JV V KJ dt 
 dt 
 dt  0 with K B IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;V0VJ
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and
Ž .JV VJ B Idt 
 dt 
 dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;VŽ .0VJ , VA I
J Ž . V IVI JA I dt 
 dt 
 dt  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;¦ ;A IŽ . VŽ .0VI , VA I
Ž .Using the relations with K B I , which all involve different generators,
Ž . AŽ J . Ž .BŽ J . Ž .Kwe can write dt 
 dt 
 dt as a linear combination of the
other terms. It follows that
U V Wdt 
 dt 
 dt : if W B I then V A I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and if W B I then U, V  A I , B IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
is a set of generators for 3 . We can rewrite the second sum in theX m
remaining relations in terms of these generators. Now we know from the
J² :lemma that, in these relations, at least one of the coefficients withV
Ž .V A I is invertible and we can write the corresponding term as a linear
combination of the other generators, getting a basis of 3 .X m
Finally, the case r 3 easily follows from the above description of  rX m
and the case r 3.
1.5. Linearization. We consider now a construction analogous to that
of Definition 1.1 that will be ‘‘linear’’ in O . This is a standard technique:X
we look at the shifted simplicial complex
P   P r 1 ; d , i 1, . . . , r 1; s , i 1, . . . , r 1 4Ž . Ž .X m X m i i
 Ž .and we consider the associated complex of abelian sheaves P  on X.X m
 Ž . As before, we define the normalized complex N P  	Ker s .X m i
 Ž . Ž  Ž .. Ž .As a graded algebra, P  resp. N P  is isomorphic to P 1X m X m X m
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž Ž ..
 T P 1 resp. P 1 
 T I 1 . Taking the quotient byO X m X m O X mX X
Ž .  Ž . P 1 
 K , we get a differential complex P 1 
  which isX m O X m X m O X mX X
Ž . Ž 1 .a quotient of P 1 
 T  . By analogy with the usual de RhamX m O X mX
 Ž .  complex, we will write  P 1 
  . The differential on P m X m O X m P mX
is given by the Leibniz rule
d 
   d
  
 d ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . 1where d: P 1 P 1 
  is the m-connection for the rightX m X m O X mX
Ž . r r1structure induced by     
 1, and d:  is the dif-X m X m
ferential of the de Rham complex of level m defined in Subsection 1.2.
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As before, we have the classical formula for moving coefficients inside
1 Ž .products: if ,  and P 1 , thenP m X m

  
  d 
  .Ž .
Note that, in local coordinates, d 1
 dt, and that we have
UI I 4  IU 4d    dŽ . Ž .Ý ¦ ;U0UI
Ž Ž .V   m.where d  0, when V  p and
I IU UId d  d 
 d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý ¦ ;U0UI
r Ž .Of course, a set of generators of  over P 1 is given as before byP m X m
Ž . J1 Ž . Jr     mthe d 
 
 d with 0 J , . . . , J  p subject to the rela-1 r
tions
JV VJ m m d 
 d  0 with p  J  2 p ,Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;V0VJ
Ž . J1tensored on the right and on the left by elements of the form d 

Ž . J2 Ž . Jid 
 
 d .
2. INTEGRATION OF DIFFERENTIAL
FORMS OF HIGHER LEVEL
We assume that we have local coordinates on X as in Subsection 1.2. As
Ž . Ž .ˆbefore, we write t t , . . . , t , and we set t t , . . . , t and ˆ1 n 1 n1
ˆŽ . Ž . , . . . ,  . Also, given an n-uple I i , . . . , i , we will write I1 n1 1 n
Ž .i , . . . , i .1 n1
2.1. PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION. There exists a unique linear map
h: r  r1 such thatP m P m
J J J j J J I 4 i4 1 s1 s s1 rh   d 
 
 d 
 d d 
 d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
 m0 if 1 s r and j 0 or 2 j 0 and J  0 or 3 p  iŽ . Ž . Ž .s
1
i js1 J J I 4 1 s11  d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ¦ ; i
J Jij4 s1 r
 d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .n
m m m if J  0, p  i and either 1 0 j p or 2 j p and s r .Ž . Ž .s
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We will show below that this map is well defined and unique. Note that
i j² :the formula makes sense because the modified binomial coefficient i
m m  is invertible when p  i and 0 j p B4, Lemma 1.1.3 .
We first want to look at some examples:
Ž .2.2. EXAMPLES. a For r 1 and n 1, we get
1 i j ij4 mj  if p  ii4 ¦ ;h  d Ž .Ž . i
0 otherwise.
This is the formula for integrating differentials of level m as we can easily
verify: we have
uii4 iu4hd   h  d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ¦ ;u
0ui
If i 0, this is an empty sum and we get 0. If not, we can write
m m Ž iu4Ž .u. mi qp  t with 0 t p and we see that h  d  0 unless p
divides i u, which means that t u since 0 u pm. Thus, we see that
for i 0,
1
ti i ii4 it4 itt4 i4hd   h  d     .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .¦; ¦;¦;t t t
Ž .b For r 1 and n 2 the formula is quite similar
j ji 4 i 4 1 21 2h   d dŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
 i  j2 2 i 4 i j 4 m1 2 2  if j  0 and p  i .1 2 1 2¦ ; i2
0 otherwise
It corresponds to integration with respect to the second variable.
Ž .c For r 2 and n 1, we get a new situation;
j ki4h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .Ž .
1 i j kij4 m m d if p  i and j p ,Ž .¦ ; i m0 if p  i
Ž i4Ž . p m Ž . j.but our definition does not seem complete because h  d 
 d
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is not defined yet when pm  i. However, we have the following relations
m m p jp  j d 
 d  0Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;mjp
that give the formulas
1m mm mp  j jp p jp  jd 
 d  d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;¦ ; jmjp
and therefore, if pm  i,
1m mm p  jjp p  ji4h  d 
 d Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý ¦ ;¦ ; jmjp
1m
mp  i j  p ji 4  d .Ž .¦ ;i
This formula may not look as natural as the one in the definition, but
anyway, we see in this case that h is unique and well defined.
Looking at more complicated examples would not be easier than the
general case which we now try to explain. Let us first show that, in the
formula for h, and provided it is well defined, we can ‘‘move the  i4n
inside.’’
2.3. LEMMA. We always hae
J J J j I 4 i4 1 s1 sh   d 
 
 d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
J Js1 r
 d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .
J J J j I 4 i41 s1 s h  d 
 
 d 
  d dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
J Js1 r
 d 
 
 d .Ž . Ž .
Proof. This is proved by induction on s, the case s 1 being trivial.
Using the formula for moving coefficients across the tensor products, we
get
J J J j I 4 i41 s1 sh  d 
 
 d 
  d d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
J J J J j I 4 i41 s2 s1 s h  d 
 
 d 
  d 
 d d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
J J J I 4 i41 s2 s1h  d 
 
 d 
 d  dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .n
J js
 d d 
  .Ž . Ž .ˆ n
It is therefore sufficient to show that, if J  0, thens1
J J J I 4 i41 s2 s1h  d 
 
 d 
 d  d 
   0.Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .n
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Since
uii4 iu4d    d ,Ž .Ž . Ý ¦ ;n n nu
0ui
it is sufficient to show that for u 0, we have
uJ J J I 4 iu41 s2 s1h  d 
 
 d 
  d d 
   0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
By induction, this is
uJ J J I 4 iu4 1 s2 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆn n
which is 0 by definition, since u 0 and J  0.s1
2.4. PROPOSITION. If it exists, the map h is unique. More precisely, for the
condition
J JJ  I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;V0VJ
JV V
 d 
 d 
  0Ž . Ž .
ˆ mto be satisfied wheneer J 0 and j  p , it is necessary and sufficient thatn
Ž .writing j jn
m ˆJ J jp J I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n n
1m mp  j p  j Ý ¦ ;¦ ; jmjp
J J I 4 i4 1 s1 h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆn
m ˆp j J
 d 
 d d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
when j 0 and that
m ˆJ J p J I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
mˆJ J pJ I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
pm Ý ¦ ;m0p
m ˆJ J p  J I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d d 
  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n n
Proof. First of all, note that the formulas we are going to prove do give
a definition of h for all generators, although for generators of the type
m ˆJ J p J I 4 i4 1 s1  d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
we only get a definition by descending induction on s.
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Now, we look at the above condition
J JJ  I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;V0VJ
JV V
 d 
 d 
  0Ž . Ž .
ˆ mwith J 0 and j p . Writing   , note that all the terms in this sumn
ˆ ˆare 0 unless   j or V J, and that these two cases are mutually
exclusive. Thus, our sum splits into two sums. Actually, if j pm, we are
only left with one sum
J Jj  I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;
0j
ˆj J
 d 
 d d 
  0Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ
and it gives us the required formula since all terms are 0 unless j pm 
 j.
For j pm, we get
ˆ pJ J ˆJ I 4 i4 m1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
m mJ J p p  I 4 i4 1 s1 h   d 
 
 d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n n¦ ;m0p
Jˆ
 d d 
  0Ž . Ž .ˆ n
which gives us
m ˆJ J p J I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
mˆJ J pˆJ I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
m J Jp  I 4 i4 1 s1 h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;m0p
m ˆp  J
 d 
 d d 
  .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
2.5. Remark. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that, unless J  0, pm  i,s
j pm and s r, we have
J J J j I 4 i4 1 s1 sh   d 
 
 d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
J Js1 r
 d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .
s1 J J I 4 1 s1 1  d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ
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J j J Ji4 s s1 r
 h  d d 
 d 
 
 d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
Using the formulas in Proposition 2.4, we also see that we always have
J J J j I 4 i4 1 s1 sh   d 
 
 d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
J Js1 r
 d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .
s1 J J I 4 1 s1 1  d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ
J j J Ji4 s s1 r
 h  d d 
 d 
 
 d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
Moreover, if j 0, then,
J J I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆn
m J j Jp s1 r
 d 
 d d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
s1 J J I 4 1 s1 1  d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ
m J j Jpi4 s1 r
 h  d 
 d d 
 
 d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
2.6. PROPOSITION. The map h is well defined.
Proof. We need to show that our definition is stable under the rela-
tions induced by
JV VJ d 
 d  0,Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;V0VJ
  mfor J  p . We first show that
J J JV VJ I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
   0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;V
0VJ
  mwhenever J  p . As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we write j j andn
  . The case j 0 is trivial and the case j pm was done inn
Proposition 2.4. Thus, we are left with the case 0 j pm. As usual, our
sum splits into two sums:
ˆ ˆJ JJ JV I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;V
ˆ ˆ0VJ
ˆ jV
 d d 
 Ž . Ž .ˆ n
J Jj  I 4 i4 1 s1 h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;
0j
 ˆj J
 d 
 d d 
  .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
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Only the case pm  i has to be considered. The first sum reduces to
ˆJ J jJ I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 d 
 d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn n
1
i js ˆJ J J I 4 ij41 s1 1  d 
 
 d 
 d 
  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ n¦ ;i
1
i js ˆJ J J I 4 ij41 s1 1  d 
 
 d 
  d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn¦ ;i
1
i js ˆJ J J I 4 ij41 s1 1  d 
 
 d 
 d d 
  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn¦ ;i
Now, we need to compute the second sum. We get
1
i js1 J Jj  I 4 1 s11  d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ ¦ ;¦ ; i0j
 Jˆij 4
 d d 
 Ž . Ž .ˆn n
1
i j ˆs1 J J J I 4 ij41 s1 1  d 
 
 d 
  d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn¦ ;i
1
i j  ˆs1 i j Jij 4 1 
  d d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆÝ n n¦ ;¦ ; i 0ij
1
i j ˆs1 J J J I 4 ij41 s1 1  d 
 
 d 
  d 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn¦ ;i
1
i j ˆs1 J J J I 4 ij41 s1 1  d 
 
 d 
 d d 
  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn¦ ;i
Adding both formulas, we do get zero as expected. To finish the proof, we
also need to make sure that
mJ J pJ  I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n n¦ ;V0VJ
JV V
 d 
 d 
   0Ž . Ž .
m ˆ m  Ž .whenever J  p . We consider the n-uple K J, j  p . Since then
differential satisfies d 2  0, we always have
KW WK d d 
 dŽ . Ž .Ý ¦ ;W0WK
KW WK d 
 d d ,Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;W0WK
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and it follows that
J JK  I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;W0WK
KW W
d d 
 d 
 Ž . Ž .
J J KWK  I 4 i4 1 s1 h   d 
 
 d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;W0WK
W
d d 
  .Ž .
  m   mIn the first sum, if W  p , we obviously get 0. If not, then KW  p
and we can use the first part of the proof to conclude that the correspond-
ing term is 0. Thus, we see that
J J KWK  I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;W0WK
W
d d 
   0.Ž .
Writing k k and w w , it is clear that all the terms are zero unlessn n
ˆ ˆw k or W K. Therefore, we have
ˆ ˆ ˆK J J KW I 4 i4 1 s1h   d 
 
 d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆÝ n¦ ;Wˆˆ ˆ0WK
ˆ kW
d d d 
 Ž . Ž .ˆ n
J Jk  I 4 i4 1 s1 h   d 
 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆÝ ¦ ; nw
0wk
w ˆkw K
 d 
 d d d 
   0.Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
Using the first part of the proof, we see that all the terms in the first sum
ˆ m ˆ ˆ m are zero unless W 0 and k p . But in this case, KW  p and we
also get 0. Finally using Definition 2.1, we easily see that all the terms in
the second sum are 0 unless k w pm. This gives us exactly what we
want.
´3. THE FORMAL POINCARE LEMMA
NIN HIGHER LEVEL
We are going to prove in full generality a result which extends Example
Ž .2.2 a . First, we need a lemma.
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3.1. LEMMA. With the notations of Section 2, we hae, for 0 j pm,
J j J ji4 i4h d  d d 
 P  hd  d d 
 P .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .n n n n
Proof. Since h is linear and
J j J j J ji4 i4 i4d  d d  d  
 d d   d d d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .Ž . . .n n n n n n
 Ž i4.it is enough to show that we can move the P outside both in h d  
n
Ž . JŽ . j.   i4 ŽŽ . JŽ . j. d d 
 P and in h  d d d 
 P .ˆ ˆn n n
We first compute
uJ j J jii4 iu4d  
 d d   d 
 d d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ . Ý ¦ ;n n n n nu
0ui
Since j 0 and j pm, it follows from Remark 2.5 that we can move the
 Ž i4. Ž . JŽ . j. P outside in h d  
 d d 
 P . Now, we computeˆn n
J jd d dŽ . Ž .ˆ n
JV j VJ j d d 
 d d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝ n n¦ ;¦ ; VŽ . Ž .0 V ;   J ; j
Multiplying by  i4 on the left, tensoring with P on the right, and applyingn
h, this expression splits into two sums as usual
JV V jJ i4 h  d 
 d d 
 PŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝ n n¦ ;V0VJ
j Jj i4 h  d 
 d d 
 PŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆÝ n n n¦ ;
0j
Žactually, if J 0, then  cannot be 0 in the second sum, but it does not
.matter . Thanks to Remark 2.5 again, we see that we can move the P
 i4 Ž . JŽ . j.  moutside in h  d d d 
 P since j p in the first sum andˆn n
j pm in the second.
3.2. PROPOSITION. With the notations of Section 2, we hae hd dh
Ž . J Id  where  is the projector that sends  and d to itself if i ni i
and to 0 otherwise.
Proof. We only need to check this identity on a set of generators of
 r , and we take the elements of the formP m
J ji4Q
  d d 
 PŽ . Ž .ˆn n
 I 4Ž . J1 Ž . Js1 Ž . Js1 Ž . Jrwith Q  d 
 
 d , P d 
 
 d and, ei-ˆ ˆ ˆ
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ther s r or 0 j pm. We have
J ji4hd dh Q
  d d 
 PŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
J j J ji4 i4 hd Q
  d d 
 P  dh Q
  d d 
 PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽn n n n
J ji4 h dQ
  d d 
 PŽ . Ž .ˆn n
s1 J ji4 1 h Q
 d  d d 
 PŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .n n
s J ji4 1 h Q
  d d 
 dPŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
s1 J ji4 1 d Q
 h  d d PŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .n n
s J j J ji4 i4 1 dQ
 h  d d PQ
 h d  d d 
 PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .n n n n
J j s1 J ji4 i4Q
 h  d d dP 1 dQ
 h  d d PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆn n n n
J j J ji4 i4Q
 dh  d d 
 PQ
 h  d d dPŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .n n n n
J j J ji4 i4Q
 h d  d d 
 P Q
 dh  d d 
 P ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .n n n n
and, using Lemma 3.1 we get
J ji4hd dh Q
  d d 
 PŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
J ji4Q
 hd dh  d d 
 P .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆn n
Thus, we may assume that r 1. In other words, we are left with showing
that we always have
J j J ji4 i4hd dh  d d   d dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆn n n n
i4Ž . junless i j 0 in which case we get 0. We write   d and wen n
Ž . Ž . J compute hd dh  d . We assume first j 0 and J 0. The sameˆ
computation as in Lemma 3.1 gives us
uJ J ji iu4hd  d  h  d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝ ¦ ; n n nu
0ui
JV V jJ i4 h  d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝ n n¦ ;V0VJ
j Jj i4 h  d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆÝ n n n¦ ;
0j
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u j Ji iu4 h  d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆÝ ¦ ; n n nu
0ui
J ji4 d h  dŽ . Ž .ˆ n n
j Jj i4 h  d 
 d dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆÝ n n n¦ ;
0j
j Ji4 h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .ˆn n
J J J hd  
 d  h  d  d h wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ
J J hd  
 d  dh w d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ
Adding to
J J J Jdh  d  d h  d  dh  
 d  h  d d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
we see that
J Jhd dh  d  hd dh  
 d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ
Obviously, this formula still holds when J 0. What happens if j 0 and
J 0? We have
uJ Jii4 iu4hd  d  h  d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝ ¦ ;n n nu
0ui
JV V JJ i4 i4 h  d 
 d  hd  
 d .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .Ý n n¦ ;V0VJ
 i4Ž . J  Ž i4.Ž . JOn the other hand, we have dh  d  0 dh  d since, byˆ ˆn n
definition, h 0 when r 0. Thus, we see that
J Ji4 i4hd dh  d  hd dh  d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .n n
Ž .In other words, we may assume that n 1 and still r 1 . Thus, we want
to show that we always have
j ji4 i4hd dh  d   dŽ . Ž . Ž .
unless i j 0, in which case we get 0. For j 0, this is done in Example
Ž .2.2 a so we assume now j 0. If i 0, then we have
j j jhd dh d  hd d  dh dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
jj  j4 h d 
 d  d Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;
0j
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j  j4  dŽ .Ý ¦ ;
0j
 jj  j4  d  d .Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;
0j
Thus, we are left with the case i 0 and j 0. We have
j j ji4 i4 i4hd  d  h d 
 d  h  d dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
u ji iu4 h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .Ý ¦ ;u
0ui
jj i4 h  d 
 d .Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;
0j
Assume first that pm  i, then the second sum is 0. Moreover, in the first
sum, if we write i qpm  t with 0 t pm, the only u for which we do
not get a 0 term is u t. Thus, we see that
1
j j ji ii4 i4 i4hd  d   d   d .Ž . Ž . Ž .¦;¦;t t
 i4Ž . j Since in this case dh  d  0, we are done.
Finally, we are left with the case pm  i and i 0. We have
1
i jji4 ij4dh  d  d Ž . ¦ ;i
1
i j ui j iju4  dŽ .Ý ¦ ;¦ ; ui m0up
and
uj jii4 iu4hd  d  h  d 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;um0up
jj i4 h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .Ý ¦ ;
0j
mmi jpip 4 h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .m¦ ;p
1
i j j ij 4  d .Ž .Ý ¦ ;¦ ; i0j
Now, we use the formula of Proposition 2.3, or more precisely in this case,
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Ž .the formula of Example 2.2 c :
mm jpip 4h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .
1m m mp  j m p jp  j ip 4 h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .Ý ¦ ;¦ ; jmjp
11m m i jp  j p  j ij4  d .Ž .Ý m¦ ;¦ ; ¦ ;j i pmjp
Now, we have
11 1m m i jp  ji i jp  j i jm m¦ ; ¦ ;¦ ;¦ ;¦ ; ¦ ;p  j i p i
and it follows that
mmi jpip 4h  d 
 dŽ . Ž .m¦ ;p
1
i j i j ij 4  d .Ž .Ý ¦ ;¦ ; i mjp
Since we also have
1 1
i j i jj i j¦ ; ¦ ;¦ ; ¦ ; i i
we get that
1
i j j i ji4 ij 4hd  d   d .Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;¦ ; i m0p but j
Adding both formulas, we get
j ji4 i4hd dh  d   dŽ . Ž . Ž .
and the proposition is proved.
As a consequence, we get the Formal Poincare Lemma in higher level:´
3.3. THEOREM. The de Rham complex   is a resolution of O .P m X
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension on X. The assertion
being local in nature, it is sufficient to show that if f : X X  is a smooth
morphism of relative dimension one of smooth schemes over S, then the
map of complexes on X, f *: f *    is a quasi-isomorphism. MoreP m P m
precisely, locally, there are coordinates t , . . . , t on X such that t , . . . , t1 n 1 n1
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are coordinates on X  and f * is a homotopy equivalence. Actually, since
Ž . J Ž . Jthis map, which is just the inclusion    and d  d fori i i i
Ž . Ji 1, . . . , n 1, has an obvious retraction given by   0 and d  0,n n
Ž . J it is sufficient to show that the projector  :  0 and d  0 on n n P m
is homotopic to the identity. In other words, we need to find a homotopy h
on   such that hd dh Id  . But this is just the content ofP m
Proposition 3.2.
´4. THE POINCARE LEMMA IN
CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY
We show that, as in the case m 0, one can derive a de Rham
interpretation of crystalline cohomology from the Formal Poincare Lemma.´
ŽWhat follows is a straightforward generalization of the classical proof see
 .B1, B-O .
For the basic notions concerning the crystalline site and topos of level
 m, the reader can look at LS-Q, 4.1 .
Ž .We let S,  ,  be an m-PD-scheme with p locally nilpotent such that
p  and let X be a smooth S-scheme to which the m-PD-structure of S
extends.
4.1. Crystals and the de Rham Complex. If E is an abelian sheaf on
Žm. ˇŽ .Cris XS , the CechAlexander complex E of E is the complex ofP Ž.
abelian sheaves on X obtained by applying E to the simplicial complex
ˇŽ .P  . The normalized CechAlexander complex is the complex NE X m P Ž.
	Ker s.i
Assume E is an m-crystal. Then for each r, the first projection
Žm.Ž . Ž .p : P r  X gives us an isomorphism E  E 
 P r and we1 X P Ž r . X O X mX
Ž .will sometimes write E 
 P  instead of E . However, the readerX O X m P Ž.X
should keep in mind that, at this point, the differential is not linear in E .X
Ž .We also have NE  E 
 N P r and we will likewise sometimesP Ž r . X O X mX
Ž . write NE  E 
 N P  . Recall that K denotes the differentialP Ž. X O X m X mX
Ž . Ž . p m1 4 ideal in N P  generated by I 1 . Then E 
 K is stableX m X m X O X mX
Ž .under the differential of E 
 N P  and we get another descriptionX O X mX
of the de Rham complex of the D -module EX m X :
E 
   E 
N P   E 
 K  .Ž . Ž .Ž .X X m X X m X X m
We can also consider the linearized construction: we build the complex of
abelian sheaves E on X obtained by applying the sheaf E to theP Ž.
 Ž .  Ž .simplicial complex P  . The map of simplicial complexes d : P  X m 0 X m
Ž .  P  induces a morphism of complexes d : E  E .X m 0 P Ž. P Ž.
 Ž .If we consider P  as a simplicial complex over X by using the firstX m
projection p , if E is an m-crystal and if we identify E with E 
1 P Ž r . X OX
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Ž .  Ž .P r as before, then E  E 
 P  1 with a differential thatX m P Ž. X O X mX   Ž .is linear in E . In other words, we see that E  E 
 P  . WithX P Ž. X O X mX Ž .  Ž .these notations, the map d : E 
 P   E 
 P  is given for0 X O X m X O X mX X
each r by the composition of the scalar extension
E 
P r P 1 
 E 
P rŽ . Ž . Ž .X X m X m X X m
and the map

 Id : P 1 
 E 
P r  E 
P 1 
P rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .X m X X m X X m X m
 E 
P r 1 ,Ž .X X m
Ž . Ž .where  : P 1 
 E  E 
P 1 is the Taylor isomorphism.X m X X X m
4.2. Crystalline Interpretation of Linearization. We consider the crys-
Žm.Ž . Ž .Žm.talline site of level m, Cris XS and the associated topos XS .cr i s
We have a canonical morphism of topoi
Ž .mŽm.u u : XS  XŽ . cr i sXS Z ar
and a localization morphism
Ž . Ž .m mj : XS  XS .Ž . Ž .cr i sX cr i sX
Note that j  is exact. If we compose u with j we get a morphism ofX X
topoi
Ž .mu  XS  X .Ž . cr i sX X Z ar
It is actually is a morphism of ringed topoi. To see this, note that the
Ž .Žm.structural sheaf of X is O and the structural sheaf of XS isZ ar X cr i s X
the restriction of O Žm. . Thus, we need to have a morphism of ringsXS
u1 O  O Žm. . In other words, given an open subset U of X, an X X XS  X
m-PD-thickening U Y, and a morphism p:Y X extending the inclu-
sion of U in X, we need a morphism O  O and we just take p1. OneU Y
can check that u is exact and that the adjunction map u u F F X  X  X
is an isomorphism.
Žm.Ž .  Žm.Ž .If F is a sheaf of O -modules, we let L F  j u F and L FX X  X X
Žm.Ž . L F .X
Ž . Žm.Ž .4.3. PROPOSITION. 1 If F is a sheaf of O -modules, then L F isX
Žm.Ž . Ž .an m-crystal and we hae L F P 1 
 F.X X m OX
Ž . Žm. Žm.Ž . i Žm. Žm.Ž .2 We hae u L F  F and R u L F  0 for i 0.XS XS
Ž . Žm.Ž .3 If E is an m-crystal, there is a canonical isomorphism E
 L F
Žm.Ž . L E 
 F .X
Proof. Note first of all that, by definition, given any open subset U of
Žm.Ž . X and any m-PD-thickening U Y, we have L F  p  p F whereY 1 2
Ž . Ž .p : P Y X  Y and p : P Y X  X denote the projections.1 Um S 2 X m S
Žm.Ž . Ž .In particular, L F P 1 
 F. Now, in order to prove thatX X m OX
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Žm.Ž .L F is an m-crystal, we need to check that, given a morphism of
 	 	 Ž 	m-PD-thickenings f :Y  Y, we have f *p  p  p  p where p and1 2 1 2 1
	 .p are defined in the same way as p and p . We may clearly assume that2 1 2
U X. Moreover, the question is local. Thus, since X is smooth, we may
assume that X Y has a retraction. It is therefore sufficient to consider
the case Y X. Writing Y instead of Y , g for the canonical map
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P Y X  P 1 , p : P 1  X and q : P Y X  Y forX m S X m 1 X m 1 X m S
the first projection, we are led to show that f *p  q g*. But this1 1
Ž .follows from the fact that, P 1 being flat over X, the canonical mapX m
Ž . Ž .P Y X  Y P 1 is an isomorphism.X m S X X m
We now prove the second assertion. Since the adjunction map
 Žm.Ž . u u F F is an isomorphism, we have uL F  u u F X  X  X  X
F. Now, since u  and j  are exact, we obtain X X
RuLŽm. F  Ru j u F R u j  u F R u  u FŽ . Ž . Ž .X  X X  X  X  X
 u u F uLŽm. F .Ž . X  X
For the last assertion, we use the same notations as in the beginning of the
proof. We need a compatible family of isomorphisms E 
Y

  Ž .p  p F  p  p E 
 F , that is,1 2 1 2 X


E 
P Y X 
 F  P Y X 
 E 
 F .Ž . Ž .Y X m O X m XX
But, E being a crystal, we have
E 
 P Y X  E P Y X 
 E .Ž . Ž .Y O X m P ŽYU . X m O XY X
4.4. Remark. Before going any further, we would like to describe the
Žm.Ž . Ž .Taylor isomorphism of L F P 1 
 F. By definition, it is ob-X X m
tained by composing the isomorphism

Žm.P 1 
 L F P 1 
 P 1 
 F  P 2 
 FŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .X m X X m X m X m
f
 g 
 h
 k 
 x  f
 gh
 k
 xŽ . Ž .
with the inverse of

Žm.L F 
P 1  P 1 
 F 
P 1  P 2 
 FŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .X X m X m X m X m
f
 g 
 x 
  h
 k  fh
 k
 g
 x ,Ž . Ž .
where 
 means that the tensor product uses both left structures. Thus,
the Taylor isomorphism is given by

Žm. Žm. : P 1 
 L F  L F 
P 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X m X X X m
f
 g 
 h
 k 
 x  f
 k 
 x 
 1
 gh .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Žm.4.5. PROPOSITION. 1 There exists a unique O -linear differential onXS
Žm.Ž  . Žm.Ž  . L  such that L   .X m X X m P m
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Ž .2 If E is an m-crystal, we hae
RuŽm. E
 LŽm.    E 
  .Ž .Ž .XS X m X X m
Žm.Ž r .Proof. We saw in Proposition 4.3 that L  is an m-crystal andX X m
Žm.Ž r . rthat, for all r, we have L   . To prove the first assertion it isX X m P m
sufficient to check that the differential of   is compatible with theP m
Taylor isomorphisms. In order to do so, we describe the Taylor isomor-
Žm.Ž . Ž .phism of L F in the particular case FP k . We have canonicalX X m
Ž . Žm.Ž . Ž . Žm.Ž . Ž .isomorphisms P 1 
 L F P k 2 and L F 
P 1 X m X m X X m
Ž .P k 2 . From Remark 4.4, we see that the Taylor isomorphism isX m
induced by the automorphism
f
 g
 h 
 
 h  f
 h 
 
 h 
 g1 k 1 k
Ž .of P k 2 . In particular, we see that the mapsX m
d : LŽm. P k P k 1  LŽm. P k 1 P k 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i X m X m X m X m
are compatible with the Taylor isomorphisms, for i 0. It follows that the
Žm.Ž .same is true for the differential of the complex P  and also for theX
 Žm.Ž .differential of the complex  which is a subquotient of P  .P m X
The second assertion will follow from Proposition 4.2 once we know that
u sends the differential of E 
  to the differential of E 
  .X P m X X m
Note that, in general, the map
dF uLŽm. F  LŽm. F P 1 
 FŽ . Ž . Ž .0 X X m
Žm.Ž .is just the adjunction map for u . In particular, it is functorial in L F X
and injective. In order to show that u sends the differential of E 
 rX P m
to the differential of E 
 r , it is therefore sufficient to check that dX X m 0
preserves differentials. But as we mentioned in Subsection 4.1, d comes0
from a morphism of simplicial complexes.
4.6. Remark. It is not difficult to describe the DŽm.-structure onX
Žm.Ž .L F . Let us first consider the m-connectionX

Žm. Žm. : L F  L F 
P 1Ž . Ž . Ž .X X X m
Žinduced by the Taylor isomorphism we write  and not d, so as to avoid
.confusion with the differential of the de Rham complex . We have
 f
 g 
 x  1
 g 
 x 
  1
 f  f
 g 
 x 
  1
 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 1
 g 
 x 
  1
 f  1
 g 
 x 
  f
 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 1
 g 
 x 
 df .Ž .
If we have local coordinates on X, this last formula gives
 
 x   1
 t 
 x   t
 1 
 x  1
 1 
 x 
 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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from which we derive
  JV J 4  JV 4 V 4  
 x  1  
 x 
  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;V0VJ
At this point, it is convenient to use partial derivatives. Thus, we see that
² I : ² I : f
 1 
 x  
 f 
 xŽ . Ž .
and
  JI² I :  J 4  JI 4  
 x  1  
 x .Ž . Ž . ¦ ;I
Finally, we get
  I JU² I :  J 4 ² IU :  JU 4 f 
 x  1 
 f  
 x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý ¦ ;½ 5U U0UI
Using this formula, it is not hard to check directly that
J J² I :  J 4 1 r d f 
 d 
 
 dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
J J² I :  J 4 1 r d f 
 d 
 
 d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Žm.Ž  .This gives another proof that the differential of the complex L  isX m
DŽm.-linear.X
We prove now the Poincare Lemma for crystals of level m and show´
that de Rham cohomology of level m can be used to compute crystalline
cohomology of level m.
4.7. THEOREM. If E is an m-crystal on XS then the complex E

Žm.Ž  .L  is a resolution of E, we hae an isomorphism in the deriedX m
category

Žm. Ru E  E 
 ,XS X X m
and, for all i, an isomorphism

i iH XS, E  H X , E .Ž . Ž .cr i s , m d R , m X
Proof. The first assertion is not completely formal since the functor
from the category of locally quasi-nilpotent DŽm.-modules to the categoryX
Žm.Ž .  of sheaves on Cris XS is not exact in general B1, IV, 1.7.8 . We need
Žm.Ž  .to show that the obvious map E E
 L  is a quasi-isomor-X m
phism. It is sufficient to check that if U T is a sufficiently small
Žm.Ž  .m-PD-thickening, the map E  E 
 L  is a quasi-isomor-T T X m T
phism. We may assume that U X and that X T has a restriction.
Moreover, as we saw in Proposition 1.4,   is a complex of locally freeX m
sheaves, and we may therefore assume that T X and E O Žm. . Then,XS
Ž .our assertion follows from the Formal Poincare Lemma Theorem 3.3 .´
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Applying RuŽm. gives the second assertion thanks to Proposition 4.5.XS
Finally, we take cohomology on both sides.
4.8. Generalization to Singular Schemes. Even if we no longer assume
that X is smooth over S, we can still consider the crystalline topos
Ž .Žm.XS of level m and the canonical morphism of topoicr i s
Ž .mŽm.u u : XS  X .Ž . cr i sXS Z ar
Let E be an m-crystal on XS. If i: X Y is an embedding into a
smooth S-scheme, we know that iE is a crystal on YS and that
q Ž   .R iE 0 for q 0 see B-O, 7.1.2 in the case m 0 . We write
Ž .  ŽE  iE . We can form the de Rham complex E 
 which isY Y Y Y m
.actually supported on X and it follows from Theorem 4.7 that
R X , RuŽm. E  R Y , RiRuŽm. E  R Y , RuŽm. RiEŽ . Ž . Ž .XS XS YS
 R Y , RuŽm. iE  R Y , iE 
  .Ž .Ž .Ž . YYS Y m
Therefore, we have

i iH XS, E  H Y , E .Ž . Ž .cr i s , m d R , m Y
5. COMPLEMENTS AND APPLICATIONS
All formal schemes are p-adic formal schemes over a fixed complete
discrete valuation ring V of characteristic 0 with residue field of charac-
teristic p.
5.1. The de Rham Complex of Finite Order. Let S be a scheme or a
Ž .formal scheme and X be a smooth formal S-scheme.
In the formal scheme case, we cannot use divided power envelopes of
infinite order. However, for each integer k, we can consider the
ˇ k Ž .  CechAlexander complex P  of order k B4, Sect. 2.1 , and just as weX m
k Ž .did in Subsection 1.1, the normalized complex N P  associated to it,X m
k ,  k Ž .and the quotient  of N P  by the differential ideal generated byX m X m
k Ž . p m1 4 k Ž .I 1 . Note that P  is not in general the tensor algebra onX m X m
k Ž . k ,  k Ž . mP 1 and that  N P  when k p . Moreover, since as inX m X m X m
Subsection 1.2 all the generators and all the elements occurring in the
relations are of order at most pm, k ,  does not depend on k whenX m
k 2 pm. It is important to remark that for schemes we have k ,   X m X m
when k 2 pm and, taking into account the independence, it will do no
harm to write in general   k ,  for k 2 pm. This complex hasX m X m
locally free terms.
We can define the de Rham complex of a DŽm.-module F as before: theX
action of DŽm. on F induces, for all k, a morphism d: F F
 P kX O X mX
that gives rise for k pm, and in particular for k 2 pm, to an m-connec-
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tion d:F F
 1 . Using the Leibniz rule, it extends to a differentialO X mX
on F
   . This is the de Rham complex of F and we can define theO X mX
de Rham cohomology of leel m of F:
H i X , F H i X , F
   .Ž . Ž .d R , m O X mX
We now want to describe a construction analogous to that of Subsection
1.5 that works over formal schemes and has also some intrinsic interest for
schemes.
An integer k being fixed as before, we consider the shifted simplicial
complex
P k   P k r 1 ; d , i 1, . . . , r 1; s , i 1, . . . , r 1 ,Ž . Ž . 4X m X m i i
kŽ .the associated complex of abelian sheaves P  , and the normalizedX m
kŽ .  kcomplex N P  	Ker s . We let K be the differential ideal ofX m i X m
kŽ .N P  generated byX m
 m 4p 11 k kd I 1 N P 2Ž . Ž .ž /0 X m X m
and we write k ,  for the quotient complex, called the linearized de RhamP m
complex of order k.
Only the case k 2 pm is of interest to us. By construction, the
 k kŽ .morphism of complexes d : P P  induces a morphism of com-0 X m X m
plexes   k ,  . For each r, the map  r k , r extends by linear-X m P m X m P m

k r k , Ž . Žity to an isomorphism P 1 
    as one easily checks byX m O X m P mX
.a local computation . Thus, there should not be any confusion in writing
k Ž .  mP 1 
  for the linearized de Rham complex of order k 2 p .X m O X mX
As in Section 2, we can define a homotopy on this complex and deduce
that it is a resolution of O .X
k Ž . By duality, the linearized de Rham complex P 1 
  of orderX m O X mXm Ž  Žm..k 2 p gives rise to a complex Hom  , D which is a rightO X m X kX
resolution of O . Since the de Rham complex has locally free terms, goingX
Ž  Žm.. Žm.to the limit on k gives rise to a complex Hom  , D of D -mod-O X m X XX
ules called the Spencer complex of leel m.
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let S be a scheme or a formal scheme and X be a
Ž .smooth formal S-scheme. Then,
Ž .1 The Spencer complex of leel m oer XS is a right resolution of OX
by locally free DŽm.-modules.X
Ž . Žm.2 For any D -module F, there is an isomorphismX
R Hom Žm . O , F  F
   .Ž .D X O X mX X
Ž . Žm.3 For any D -module F, we haeX
RHom Žm . O , F H i X , F .Ž . Ž .D X d R mX
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Ž .Proof. 1 Since, by construction, the Spencer complex of level m is a
right resolution of O , there only remains to check that the differential inX
the Spencer complex is DŽm.-linear. Fix two integers k and l withX
k 2 pm. It follows from the universal property of the divided power
envelope that, for each r, the map X Ž r2.S X Ž r1.S that forgets the
second component induces a map
P l 1  P k r  P Žkl . r .Ž . Ž . Ž .X m X X m X m
By functoriality, we actually get a morphism of simplicial complexes
P l 1  P k   P Žkl .  .Ž . Ž . Ž .X m X X m X m
From this, we deduce a morphism of complexes
P Žkl .  P l 1 
 P k Ž . Ž . Ž .X m X m O X mX
from which we derive a morphism of complexes
P k l 1 
   P l 1 
 P k 1 
   .Ž . Ž . Ž .X m O X m X m O X m O XX X X
Now we apply duality in order to get a pairing
DŽm. Hom   , DŽm.  Hom   , DŽm. .Ž . Ž .X l O X m X k O X m X Žkl .X X
Taking the limit on k and l gives a pairing
DŽm. Hom   , DŽm.  Hom   , DŽm.Ž . Ž .X O X m X O X m XX X
which, by construction, is nothing but the canonical action of DŽm. on theX
Spencer complex.
Ž .2 It follows from the first part that
R Hom Žm . O , F  Hom Žm . Hom   , DŽm. , F  F
  Ž . Ž .Ž .D X D O X m X O X mX X X X
where the left hand side is the de Rham complex of F.
Ž .3 Take cohomology.
5.3. Crystalline Cohomology oer a Formal Base. Let S be a formal
scheme. If X is a smooth formal S-scheme, completing the Spencer
 Žm.  ˆŽm.Ž . Ž .complex Hom  , D gives a right resolution Hom  , DO X m X O X m XX X
of O because the de Rham complex is made of locally free terms. Thus, ifX
ˆŽm.F is a D -module, we have as beforeX
 ˆŽm. Žm . Žm .R Hom O , F  Hom Hom  , D , F  F
 Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ž /D X D O X m X O X mX X X X
and
RHom Žm . O , F H i X , F .Ž . Ž .Dˆ X d R , mX
Ž . mAssume now that the ramification index of V is  p 1 p , that S is
Ž .endowed with an m-PD-structure  ,  compatible with p, and let X be
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an S-scheme to which the m-PD-structure of S extends. Let E be a
quasi-coherent crystal on XS.
Assume i: X Y is an embedding into a smooth formal S-scheme and,
for all n 0, let i : X Y be the map induced mod  n1. We known n
Ž . Žm.that E  iE is a D -module and it follows that E  lim EY Y Y Y : Ynn nˆŽm.has a natural structure of D -module. We can therefore form the deX
Rham complex E 
  .Y Y m
5.4. PROPOSITION. We hae

i iH XS, E  H Y , E .Ž . Ž .cr i s , m d R , m Y
 Proof. Using Subsection 4.8, one proceeds as in B-O, Theorem 7.23 .
To finish this article, we want to explain how Berthelot’s Frobenius
  Ž .descent B5 applies in our context. So, we let S,  ,  be a formal
m-PD-scheme compatible with p and X a smooth formal S -scheme to0 0
which the m-PD-structure of S extends. It follows from B5, Proposition
 	2.2.3 and Sect. 4.1 that if F : X  X is the sth iterate of the relative0 0 0
Frobenius of X S and E is a quasi-coherent m-crystal over X 	S, then0 0 0
 Ž .E F E is in a natural way an m s -crystal over X S.0 0
Ž .5.5. PROPOSITION. 1 The morphism F induces an isomorphism0

	 i iF : H X S, E  H X S, E .Ž . Ž .0 cr i s , m 0 cr i s , ms 0
Ž . N12 Assume S is scheme killed by p . If mN and if F: X X  is
Ž . p sa lifting of F gien in local coordinates by F* t  t , then F induces a0 i i
quasi-isomorphism
F* : E	 
    E 
   .X  O X m X O X Žms.X  X
Ž .Proof. 1 This is a local question and we may assume that F lifts to0
F : X X . Then, the result follows from the previous results and B5,
Proposition 2.3.8 and Sect. 4.1 . More precisely, the isomorphism


Žm . Žms.F* : RHom O , E  RHom O , EŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆD X  X  D X XX X
 of B5 , combined with the identifications of Proposition 5.3 tells us that
Frobenius is an isomorphism

i iF* : H X , E  H X , EŽ . Ž .d R , m X  d R , m1 X
and Proposition 5.4 gives the announced isomorphism.
Ž .  2 It follows from B5, Proposition 2.2.2 that F induces a morphism
Ž . Ž .of simplicial complexs F : P   P  . Thus, we get morphisms ofX Žms. X m
complexs
F* : E	 
 P   E 
 P Ž . Ž .X  O X m X O X Žms.X X
and
F* : E 
 N P   E 
 N P  .Ž . Ž .X  O X m X O X Žms.X X
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Since S is killed by p N1, it follows from Lemma 5.6 below that, for
mN, F* sends the differential ideal K  into K  . Thus, we get aX m X Žms.
morphism of complexs F* : E 
    E 
   . Thanks toX  O X m X O X Žms.X X
Proposition 5.2, it corresponds to the canonical map
F* : Hom Žm . Hom   , DŽm. , EŽ .Ž .D O X m X  X X  X 
 Hom Žms. Hom   , DŽms. , EŽ .ž /D O X Žms. X XX X
which, in the derived category, is the canonical map
F* : R Hom Žm . O , E  R Hom Žms. O , E .Ž . Ž .D X  X  D X XX  X
 We know from B5, Proposition 3.3.8 that this is an isomorphism.
 There remains to prove the following lemma that generalizes B5, 2.2.4 .
pmŽ . Ž .5.6. LEMMA. 1 For u 0, the integer has p-adic order m uu
 1.
Ž . Ž p m. p m s N12 For mN, we hae F*    mod p .i i
Ž . N13 Let N be such that X is killed by p . Then, for mN, the image
Ž . p m1 4 Ž . p m s1 4of I 1 by the Frobenius map is inside I 1 .X m X Žms.
Ž .Proof. 1 We can write u qp r with r p. In case q 0, we
have
pmord mm u 1.ž /u
If q 0, we proceed by induction on m, the case m 1 being trivial. So
let m 1. Then, we have
m pm m1ppord  ord  ord ,ž / ž /qp ž /qu
and by induction, this is m qm u 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . p s p s Ž .2 We have F*   t    t  p for some P 1i i i i X m
and it follows that
p m m p mum s s upp p pF*     p   pŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i iž /un0up
pm s mu u p Ž p u. p   .Ý iž /un0up
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pm u N1Ž .If u 0, then p  0 mod p thanks to the first part, and we getu
Ž p m. p m s N1F*    mod p .i i
Ž . q p mk 4 Ž .3 It is sufficient to show that  P 1 is sent intoi X m
Ž .q p m sk 4  I 1 . We already know by B5, Proposition 2.2.2 that, for allX Žms.
Ž .l4 Ž .l4 Ž q p mk 4.l, the image of I 1 under F is inside I 1 . Since F* X m X Žms. i
Ž p m.q  Ž k . F*  F*  , our assertion follows from the second part of thisi i
lemma.
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